User Manual

Models: 5-Panel & 7-Panel Blinds
To assemble the frame, layout all parts as shown below. Insert smaller fittings into larger fitting tubes to make large rectangular sections. Each connecting section will measure 3.5” from the top of the larger rectangle section. Please note that quantities of parts vary depending on model.

Insert smaller fittings into larger ones

Each connecting bar section should measure 3.5” from the top of the bend
To attach each horizontal bracing section to the frame you will need to assembly each joint section one at a time. This is easily done when everything is layed out on the floor. This step will require a Wrench and a Phillips or Flat Head Screwdriver. Please note all screws for the entire blind should all face in the same direction.

1. Place one half T-Bracket section below each bar and run both screws upwards through the half T-bracket section and tube. Please note that the horizontal bar section only uses one screw.

2. Take the second half of T-Bracket and attach by running both screws though predrilled holes. This will sandwich both bars between the two half brackets.

3. Approximately 3.5” from the top on the bend fully tighten both screws. Repeat the process for each joint.

IMPORTANT: All Screws for the entire blind should all face the same way!
Layout fabric on floor. Open up all attached velcros. Position assembled frame over fabric so that the screwheads are facing down (Lock nuts facing up towards you). Starting from one end, slide frame into the pockets of the fabric. Repeat on opposite end. Adjust height of horizontal braces. Reattach all velcros and clip on shoulder strap to outside of blind.
To fold up:
Fold as shown.
Attach the 2 buckles to secure.
Secure Blind to the Ground

Ground loops and “D” rings are installed around the blind for use in high wind conditions.

Secure blind to ground using tent pegs or ground stakes through ground loops.

Visit our website at www.zingerblind.com to purchase our specialized ground stakes for use with the ZingerBlind.

Concealment of the Blind

Your ZingerBlind has five rows of stubble straps which allows you to place natural vegetation around the blind for better concealment.
OTHER GREAT ZINGER PRODUCTS

- Aluminum Dog Crates
- Zinger Stakes
- Retriev-R-Trainer
- Box Launchers
- E - Collars
- Remote Bird Launchers

PORTABLE FOLDING BLINDS
If you require help in assembling your ZingerBlind please call 1-800-351-8411 for assistance. Zinger Sport Dog Gear Inc. will repair or replace defective parts and material.

PRODUCT WARRANTY

Zinger Sport Dog Gear Inc. warrants that all hardware and components shall remain in good operational and structural condition for a period of one year from the date of purchase.

Any defect or malfunction that has occurred because of unreasonable handling, improper application or modification by any person other than a suitably authorized representative of the Zinger Sport Dog Gear Inc. will result in voiding this warranty.

Zinger Sport Dog Gear Inc. liability is limited to repair or replacement of any affected parts FOB factory. Zinger Sport Dog Gear Inc. will not be responsible for any charges related to shipping, duties, or brokerage fees. Zinger Sport Dog Gear Inc. reserves the right to discontinue or change parts and products of current manufactured models.